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**Abstract**

Beam Delivery Simulation (BDSIM) is a program to seamlessly simulate the passage of particles in an accelerator, the surrounding environment and detectors. It uses a suite of high energy physics software including Geant4, CLHEP and ROOT to create a 3D model from an optical description of an accelerator and simulate the interaction of particles with matter as well as the production of secondaries. BDSIM is used to simulate energy deposition and charged particle backgrounds in a variety of accelerators worldwide. The latest developments are presented including low-energy tracking extension, more detailed geometry, support for ion beams and improved magnetic fields. A new analysis suite that allows scalable event by event analysis is described for advanced analysis such as the trace back of energy deposition to primary particle impacts.

---

**INTRODUCTION**

When operating an accelerator, it is common to simulate and predict the possible beam loss throughout for safe operation; to minimise radioactivation; and to reduce possible backgrounds to experiments. Beam loss simulations are typically performed using multiple specialised codes resulting in simplifications at various stages and translation of data. Whilst a successful approach [1], a holistic approach is required for the most accurate simulation. BDSIM has been developed for this purpose [2–4]. It is based on the open source C++ physics library, Geant4 [5], that includes many advanced and validated particle physics models. BDSIM incorporates accelerator tracking routines in combination with a geometry library of common accelerator components. BDSIM was originally developed for high energy colliders where the ultra-relativistic regime was assumed. Recently, all of the tracking algorithms in BDSIM have been extended and validated to support sub-relativistic particles where the relativistic $\beta$ may be significantly less than 1. Tracking comparison with PTC as part of MADX [6] show excellent agreement. Additionally, full support for the new Dormand Prince integrators in Geant4 4.10.4 has been added.

A new scaling parameter has been added to all beam line elements allowing strength scaling to be easily applied in conversion. This is crucial where the beam energy is degraded by, for example, synchrotron radiation, or is increased in an accelerating cavity.

---

**TRACKING ALGORITHMS**

BDSIM provides tracking routines compatible with the Geant4 tracking system that conventionally uses numerical integration. In the case of an accelerator with specific magnetic fields, specific solutions can be used for each field providing improved accuracy and performance. BDSIM provides a variety of routines and these have recently been augmented to include the effect of angled pole faces in dipoles as well as the fringe fields at the entrance and exit.

---

**GEOMETRY & FIELDS**

BDSIM provides a library of generic components for each component commonly found in an accelerator. This library of generic geometry provides magnet yokes with poles and has been recently extended to include the coils used to power the magnets as well as their curved end pieces. The end pieces are automatically constructed only where required, i.e. in the case of a split magnet end pieces are constructed...
for the incoming and outgoing faces only. If there is insufficient space between any two magnets and the end piece coils may touch, they are omitted to prevent geometrical overlaps that would cause incorrect geometry navigation in Geant4. Furthermore, the dipole geometry was extended to allow \textit{h-style} dipoles as well as the regular \textit{c-style} dipoles. The horizontal to vertical ratio as well as the coil to magnet overall size are controllable allowing the user to achieve close to ideal geometry quickly. Example geometry including poles and coils is shown in Fig. 1.

The BDSIM accelerator tracking integrators are based on a strength parameter, such as ‘k1’ for a quadrupole, and therefore typically ignore the field. However, a field for each element is provided so that the BDSIM integrators can fall back to a Geant4 numerical integrator in the case of non-paraxial or backwards travelling particles. The user may now select between sets of integrators for customised tracking. The accompanying fields for each accelerator element are calculated from the analytical description of the pure field for that magnet as opposed to a sampled field map. A new field has been introduced to describe a multipole field for the magnet yoke. This approximates the yoke field to the sum of the field from infinitely long current sources at the pole tips. The user may overlay field maps or specific geometry for their application if more detail is required. A sextupole example is shown in Fig. 2. The field is normalised at the pole tip radius of the geometry to that of the field used in the vacuum.

**ANALYSIS SUITE**

The output from a BDSIM simulation is stored in a ROOT [7] output file. The output has been extended to store the required information for strong recreation including the CLHEP pseudorandom number generator seed states for every event. This allows any individual event or series of events to be recreated in full.

A major change to the output files is the storage of the main simulation is stored event by event. This is a crucial structuring of the output that allows the correct statistical uncertainties to be calculated from the simulation that would not be possible if all ‘hits’ and trajectories were stored flatly.

The provided analysis utility rebdsim has been replaced by a new one called rebdsim (‘ROOT event BDSIM’). This accepts a simple text file specifying which analysis to perform and performs an event by event analysis producing a ROOT output file. This tool can create 1-3D histograms on any part of the data stored in the output either event by event or as a simple summation of all events. The statistical uncertainties for each bin are calculated using a numerically stable algorithm that allows scaling to arbitrary sizes without loss of precision. A typical analysis showing particle loss and energy deposition is shown for an example accelerator in Fig. 3.

In large scale simulations, a high throughput computing cluster that runs many independent instances of BDSIM can be used to rapidly increase the simulation scale. ROOT files can be easily ‘chained’ together to behave as one large file for analysis. However, an analysis of a large data set on the order of terabytes (e.g. from 10⁶ events with ~10^⁵ secondaries per event) may be prohibitively slow. To circumvent this, a separate tool rebdsimCombine allows the combination of the output from rebdsim even when each contains analysis of different numbers of events. The statistical uncertainties are calculated and the combination is again done in a numerically stable way equivalent to a single analysis.

The histograms are created through the ROOT TTree::Draw interface. This allows a ‘selection’, which is an expression to be used as a weighting. The expression can be numerical weight such as a variable also stored in the data, a Boolean expression or a combination of both. For example:

\[
\texttt{Eloss.S}\text{ Eloss.energy*}({\texttt{PrimaryFirstHit.S>340}&& \\
\texttt{PrimaryFirstHit.S<350})}
\]

is the syntax used to histogram the energy loss \(S\) location with the weight of the deposition energy. Additionally, it’s weighted by a Boolean expression that is equal to 1 only where the ‘primary first hit’ (the first primary trajectory point that is associated with a physics process and not transportation) is located between \(S = 340\) m and 350 m. This demonstrates the ability to identify the energy deposition throughout an accelerator from losses in a particular location.
and provides powerful insight. For example, primary phase space leading to muons above 10 GeV reaching a certain element in the machine is a trivial analysis. Correlating beam losses, energy deposition and secondary particles in certain locations is easily accomplished without writing a complicated analysis. The per event analysis permits easy scaling from simulated rates to realistic rates in an accelerator.

BDSIM has been extended with several options to control the level of output data recorded. By default no trajectories are recorded as this would produce a large amount of data. The user may select which trajectories to store ranging from all particles to specific particles in a specific region and energy range. Trajectory linkages can be stored where, if a trajectory meets the criteria to be stored, the parent tracks all the way to the primary are also stored. Extra parameters such as the charge and rigidity of particles passing recording planes (‘samplers’) at the end of each element may also be stored.

The C++ classes used to store the output information in the ROOT files are compiled into a shared library that can be used to load and analyse the data in both the ROOT interpreter and Python using the Python ROOT interface, rootpy [7]. The provided pybdsim utility provides simple loading and plotting of data allowing any user-developed analysis.

**ION SUPPORT**

Geant4 provides the ability to simulate any subatomic particle and a selection of light nuclei. For ions, a single class provides a generic ion that can be used for any ion. BDSIM has been modified to support ion beam generation and physics lists allowing ion beam loss simulations. Options have been introduced to choose whether to store ion atomic number and mass number in the output.

As the tracking routines in BDSIM work for all rigidities and momenta, no modification was required to allow ion tracking in accelerators.

**MODEL PREPARATION & VALIDATION**

Included with BDSIM are a set of mature Python utilities: pybdsim, pymadx, pymad8 and pytransport. In particular, pybdsim uses the other utilities to provide a standard conversion interface from MADX, MAD8 [6] and Transport [8] accelerator codes as well as standardised comparison plots and analysis. Such utilities provide simple high level ability to convert accelerator models in minutes as well as load, analyse and plot data generated from them.

**SUMMARY & OUTLOOK**

BDSIM tracking has been thoroughly validated against PTC in MADX. Models can be converted from several formats in minutes to provide a full 3D model with radiation transport of any particle species and BDSIM V1.0 was released in early 2018.

Further developments planned include support for the Geant4 crystal extensions allowing channelling and support for all MADX aperture shapes in collimators. Ongoing extensions to tracking include support for a general R-matrix element as well as RF-cavity fringe field effects. The R-matrix element will allow efficient simulation of insertion devices in light sources and a basic undulator field model will be added for the purposes of secondaries.

BDSIM provides a unique ability to create a radiation simulation from an optical description with minimal effort. The generic models can be easily extended to a much higher degree of detail to accurately predict experimental background and beam loss throughout an accelerator.
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